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the public and social life of Hungary, as also to 
the introduction into Hungarian secondary schools 
of English as an ordinary subject. In 1924 English 
was included among the subjects for examination 
before the Secondary School Teachers Examina
tion Board. Since 1917 a reader has also been at
tached to the Chair of English in the person of Dr. 
Alexander Fest, whose research work is concerned 
primarily with connections between Hungary and 
Great Britain.

Today the Department of English is one of 
the most popular and attractive departments of 
Budapest University. Since 1928 there has been a 
seminar connected with the Chair; and the library 
is well equipped and quite up-to-date. There is 
also a lecturer attached (Major J. C. Lawrance) 
and a professor's assistant (Dr. Eva Rona), while 
two prae-seminar classes are preparing the stud
ents for serious work in the Seminar. Every year 
a few dissertations are published under the 
auspices of the Department; since 1929 these dis
sertations have formed a collection of "Publica
tions of the Department of English of the Uni
versity of Budapest". The number of such disser

tations is already 15. The popularity of the De
partment was strikingly illustrated in 1933, when 
the Members celebrated the twenty-fifth anni
versary of the first appointment of their profes
sor. On this occasion Professor Julius Nemeth, 
then Dean of the Faculty of Arts, gave expression 
to the esteem of his colleagues for Professor 
Yolland and his Department.

The number of students working under the 
auspices of the Department —  originally about 20
— has risen to nearly 150.

Quite recently the Department issued the first 
of its Annuals —  "Studies in English Philology”
— containing dissertations by Dr. Eva Rona and 
Stephen Ullmann. It contains also a most valuable 
bibliography of works, articles etc. illustrating the 
literary and political connections between Hun
gary and the English-speaking peoples. This biblio
graphy will be continued; the Department hoping 
that thereby it may contribute also towards 
elucidating many problems incidental to the history 
of the relations which have existed for so many 
centuries between the Hungarian and the British 
and American peoples.

P O L I T I C A L  M O S A I C

THE BELGRADE CONFERENCES
Early in May Belgrade was the scene of two im

portant conferences. First the Balkan Alliance and 
then the Little Entente Council assembled in the 
Yugoslav Capital for the usual periodical discussions; 
and, seeing that Rumania and Yugoslavia are in both 
groups, the two conferences were connected, not only 
in point of time, but also politically.

The Balkan Conference had to face the fact that 
Turkey — by one-sidedly proclaiming the fortifica
tion of the Dardanelles — had foreclosed the relevant 
Article of the Treaty of Lausanne. Of the allies of 
that country, Rumania in particular felt that her in
terests had been injured; and according to the press 
reports which found their way to the outside world 
she endeavoured to obtain from Turkey a declaration 
to the effect that even in the event of the closing of 
the straits she would guarantee Rumanian boats the 
right of unimpeded navigation. However, — again 
according to the reports — Turkey was only prepared 
to make a promise to the effect that she would not 
in the future demand any further revision of the treaty 
provisions. So the Balkan Alliance will willy-nilly 
be compelled to acquiesce in the revision of the pro
visions of the Treaty of Peace with Turkey relating 
to the Dardanelles which will probably be put into 
effect at the conference to be held at Montreux on 
May 24th.

Equally serious were the difficulties arising as a 
consequence of the attitude adopted by Greece in 
respect of the interpretation of the obligations devolv
ing on the allies. Whereas Yugoslavia would apply 
the terms of the treaty extensively and would regard 
the casus foederis as ensuing also in the event of any 
violation of her Central-European frontiers too (thus 
not allowing the relevant provision to refer only to 
her Balkan boundaries), according to the Greek in

terpretation the obligations of the allies do not ex
tend to attacks from States outside the Balkans (that 
referring to attacks from Albania too), seeing that the 
Athenian Government does not consider the latter 
country either — which in respect of international 
politics is controlled by Italy — in the light of a 
"Balkan State". This interpretation the other three 
allies had to accept; for otherwise they might have 
induced the break-up of the Alliance.

There were differences of opinion also regarding 
the eventual armament of Bulgaria. As a consequence 
of the rapproachement between Yugoslavia and Bul
garia the official circles of Belgrade do not regard 
the restoration to Bulgaria of equality in military 
matters to be so impossible as people do in Bucha
rest. In Constantinople and Athens, indeed, people 
are apparently prepared to support Bulgaria's endeav
ours to that end. And, seeing that the Balkan Pact 
was aimed primarily against Bulgaria, the differences 
of opinion that have arisen on the subject have made 
a breach in the political unity of the members of the 
group even wider than that caused by the two other 
questions in dispute referred to above.

Under such circumstances we could not help 
smiling when we read the stereotype phrase in the 
official communique issued relative to the Balkan 
Conference to the effect that the four Foreign Min
isters were "in perfect agreement". The same is true 
also of the Little Entente Conference — now held for 
the first time without M. Benes —, of which the 
whole world knew in advance that it would have to 
cope with the shoals of conflicts of a bitterness never 
previously experienced. For on the eve of the Con
ference "Le Temps" — the mouthpiece of the French 
Government, the protector-in-chief of the Little En
tente — openly pointed to the serious differences of
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opinion between Prague and Belgrade in respect of 
the most important Central and Eastern questions. 
People in Paris too are fully aware that Czecho
slovakia is prepared to try to come to terms with 
Austria and Italy, whereas Yugoslavia — owing to 
her absolute refusal to hear of any restoration — is 
far less able to trust Austria. And, while Czecho
slovakia is in alliance with Soviet Russia, Yugoslavia 
fosters feelings of hostility towards the latter country 
and is inclined rather to establish friendly relations 
with Germany,

We wonder whether the Little Entente Conference 
succeeded in avoiding these dangerous shoals? Our 
impression is that it did not; and we believe that the 
only result it was able to book to its credit was that 
it saved the damaged boat for the moment from 
springing a fatal leak.

According to point c) of the official communique 
the States of the Little Entente all show the same at
titude — and will continue to show the same attitude 
— in all international questions, — particularly in 
respect of the question of their relations with France, 
Austria, Italy, Germany, Bulgaria, Poland, the States 
being Members of the Balkan Alliance, and Soviet 
Russia. We cannot help thinking that there is some
thing wrong somewhere. For after the situation report 
of "Le Temps" — hallmarked with the authority of 
the Quai d’Orsay — who can possibly believe that the 
relation between Austria, Germany and Russia and 
Czecho-Slovakia and Yugoslavia respectively is ab- 
solutelv the same? or is there any one ready to be
lieve that the relations between Belgrade and Rome 
and Warsaw respectively are in perfect agreement 
with the relations between Prague and the respective 
Capitals of the Powers on the other side?

It would seem far more likely that the Little En
tente is actually in perfect agreement in the question

of territorial re-adjustment; for that was the question 
which led to the formation of that alliance fifteen 
years ago — the object of the alliance being to use 
every means available to maintain and defend the ter
ritories secured under the Treaties of St. Germain, 
Trianon and Neuilly respectively. Since then there 
has been a thorough change in the world in which 
the Little Entente is living. The situation which has 
developed in Europe is an entirely different one —• 
a situation by no means favourable to the Entente 
alliance; numerous new forces have made their ap
pearance, and new groups have arisen. To refer to 
only one moment, the victory of Italy in Abyssinia 
and the parallel advance in her authority and presti
ge quite recently brought about a fresh change in 
the balance of power in the Valley of the Danube.

It is perhaps the consciousness of this fact that 
lies behind the sentence in point 7. of the official 
communique which declares that the Little Entente 
States will never agree to any amendment of the ob
ligations contained in the Treaties of St. Germain, 
Trianon and Neuilly, unless negotiations are first 
opened with them and an agreement concluded. Put 
into a positive form, this statement means, we believe, 
that negotiations are possible? If our interpretation 
of this sentence is correct, it may be taken as the 
starting point for a settlement of the Danube Valley 
problem; for from the very outset the Hungarian re
visionist movement has never thought of any amend
ment other than a peaceful revision of the treaties 
based on mutual agreement. It is desirable that the 
conference which the Heads of States of the Little 
Entente countries propose to hold in June should ex
plain more concretely the sound suggestion which the 
communique just issued considered it necessary to 
wedge in between a few sentences with a threatening 
sound,

VISIT TO BUDAPEST OF POLISH PREMIER 
FURTHER CEMENTED HISTORICAL FRIENDSHIP 

BETWEEN POLAND AND HUNGARY
The sojourn in Budapest — from April 23rd to 

April 26th — of M. Marjan Zyndram Koscialkowski, 
the Polish Premier, who thereby returned the visit to 
Warsaw, in October, 1934, of the Hungarian Premier, 
General Jules Gombos, served to further cement the 
ties of that cordial and profound friendship which 
has for centuries so closely united the two nations, 
which are so similar in temperament, in social orga
nisation and in their attitude towards life. We doubt 
whether it would be possible to summarise more 
pregnantly and more concisely the continuous contact 
between and reciprocal influence of the Polish and 
Hungarian nations, than in the speeches made by the 
two premiers at the dinner given by Premier Gom
bos in honour of the Polish guest of the Hungarian 
nation. From the two speeches made on this occasion 
before the distinguished gathering assembled in the 
Hungarian Prime Minister's residence in Buda, we 
quote the following more important passages:

"During past centuries" — said General Gom
bos — "our kings and our armies fought shoulder 
to shoulder on both sides of the Carpathians in 
defence of Europe and Christian civilisation. The 
names of those who sacrificed their lives in the 
holy cause during those struggles are recorded in 
the pages of history, — King Wladislas (who died 
at Varna during the great battle against the Turks),

Hedvig of pious memory (daughter of Louis the 
Great of Hungary and later Queen of Poland), 
Stephen Bathory (Prince of Transylvania who in 
the second half of the sixteenth century was King 
of Poland), John Sobieski (the King of Poland who 
relieved Vienna and then firsekujvar from siege by 
the Turks), “Father" Bern (the heroic Polish gene
ral who fought with the Hungarians against Austria 
in the 1848/49 War of Independence), and all the 
other great personalities whose memory is still 
treasured by both nations alike. What is however 
most remarkable when we look back at the history 
of past ages, is that phenomenon practically un
paralleled in the history of the world — the fact 
that there has never been any serious conflict be
tween our two neighbouring peoples. We must not 
try to explain this phenomenon by attributing it 
exclusively to the indubitable sagacity and modera
tion of the leaders of the two nations; for it was 
due primarily to certain given natural causes. Her 
geographical position has impelled Poland to play 
the role of a political Power to the north of the 
Carpathians, while we Hungarians have at all times 
been the defenders of the southern confines.

"The mighty ring of the Carpathians has fur
thered the development of the Hungarian State; but 
it has not prevented the peoples following the
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same ideals in respect of liberty and progress from 
meeting. In their worship of liberty and their de
votion to their fatherlands the Poles and the Hun
garians have always been united; and they have 
always known that the heroes of liberty when 
brought to their fall would find a cordial welcome 
and a friendly refuge with the other nation, — a 
refuge to which unfortunately the best representa
tives of our respective peoples have so often been 
compelled to resort.

"This feeling of solidarity — I may assure 
Your Excellency — still lives in the hearts of the 
Hungarians today. In no country in the world did 
the wonderful resurrection of Poland and the Pol
ish people cause greater or more sincere delight 
than in Hungary; for the fact seemed to us a proof 
of the triumph of eternal justice and encouraged 
us in our embitterment not to falter but to go on 
hoping. And when barely a year ago the inscrutable 
power of Fate summoned to his home beyond the 
grave Marshal Pilshudski, the creator and greatest 
son of your New Poland, the tolling of the bells 
of the Wawel Cathedral found an echo in the 
hearts of us Hungarians too, who mourned the 
loss of a true friend."

M. Koscialkowski said in reply:
"Hungary and Poland have every reason to be 

proud when they survey those glorious pages 
of their histories so full of events displaying the 
high moral values of the two peoples.

"Our histories offer evidence of the profound 
understanding existing between the two nations, of 
their mission as standard-bearers of culture and 
civilization, of their sincere attachment to Western 
culture and of their unflinching and devoted af
fection for their respective countries. It is this 
ideal which is the source of the many common 
features of the two peoples. The friendly relations 
between the two countries date back to the earliest 
period of our histories. The glorious figures of our 
bistories of whom Your Excellency have just spoken 
— together with many others of less eminence — 
have never lost the glamour of their greatness.

“These personalities embodying the most 
striking virtues and excellences of the two nations, 
could never have risen to the glory they achieved 
without the bonds of profound friendship and con
fidence cemented by a community of interests 
which inspired our peoples to reciprocal support 
and on many occasions to a common struggle 
against a common foe.

"The consciousness of this solidarity living in 
the two nations never failed to manifest itself dur
ing the struggles for independence and liberty 
fought by the Hungarian and the Polish people 
respectivelv. During the insurrection in November, 
1830, the Hungarians gave eloquent proof of their 
lively sympathy for the cause of Poland; while in 
1848 Poles gave their lives in an endeavour to 
achieve the independence of your country. Kossuth, 
Bern and Gorgey, — to mention only a few of the 
innumerable common national heroes of Hungary 
and Poland — are all remembered by both nations 
alike as symbols of self-sacrifice and unselfish pa
triotism.

"The sentiments shown by the Hungarian na
tion towards our great national hero, Marshal Pil- 
sudski, and the moving words in which Your Ex
cellency have just done homage to his memory, 
are fresh ties of friendship and are bound to awaken 
profound echoes in the hearts of all Poles.

“Polonia Restituta clings warmly to the moral 
values which she has inherited from the traditions 
of our ancient ties.

“As always in the past, Poland will continue 
to preserve intact this invaluable inheritance.

“ It is gratifying to be able to establish the fact 
that the mutual relations between Hungary and 
Poland — at all times marked by a spirit of im
plicit confidence and complete understanding — 
are a guarantee of stability and balance in this 
part of Europe."

*

From the moment they entered Hungarian terri
tory the Polish Premier and his suite were made con
tinuously conscious of the cordial enthusiasm and 
affection felt by Hungarians for them as represen
tatives of the friendly Polish nation. At Hegyeshalom, 
the frontier station, the Lord Lieutenant of the County 
of Moson welcomed them at the head of a large 
assembly. At the gaily decorated Eastern Railway 
Terminus in Budapest the Hungarian Government, 
with Premier Gombos at their head, were waiting to 
receive them. And as they drove from the station to 
their hotel, the crowds lining the streets acclaimed 
them with enthusiasm, waving their hats and cheer
ing. And when, just before their departure, they paid 
visits to the State studs at Babolna and Kisber, the 
inhabitants of all the villages they passed on their 
way erected triumphal arches and decorated their 
houses gaily with bunting as a token of their homage 
for the guests of the Hungarian nation.

The official results of the Budapest pourparlers 
of the Polish and Hungarian statesmen are contained 
in the conventions signed on April 24th. These con
ventions are 1. the Polish-Hungarian Consular Con
vention, 2. the Extradition and Legal Redress Con
vention, 3. the Third Supplementary Convention be
ing an annex to the commercial treaty dated March 
25th, 1925. A Tourist Traffic Convention was also 
discussed; the same is to be drafted in its definitive 
form by an exchange of diplomatic Notes. The of
ficial communique issued in re the negotiations ex
presses gratification and satisfaction at being able to 
establish the fact that there is a notable advance in 
evidence in respect of the economic nd cultural re
lations between the two nations. A complete agree
ment of opinion had been established in respect to all 
the questions discussed, as also unanimity in respect 
of the necessity of rendering closer the friendly re
lations which had so happily united the two countries 
for so manv centuries. And finallv the fact was 
established that the co-operation of Poland and Hun- 
garv in the interests of peace is both possible and 
desirable.

The traditional hospitality of the Hungarian 
people left no stone unturned to make the Polish 
guests feel at home in Hungary. The Regent of Hun
gary, Admiral Nicholas Horthy de Nagybanva. gave 
a lunch and Dr. Valentine Homan, Minister of Educa
tion, a gala dinner in their honour; while a grand re- 
ceotion in their honour was given in the Great Hall 
of the House of Parliament bv the President (Speaker) 
of the Lower House, Mr. Alexander Sztranvavszkv. 
The chief of the press department of the Foreign 
Ministrv. Dr. Francis Mengele, entertained the Polish 
journalists who had accompanied the Polish Premier 
to Hungary. A ceremonial reception was arranged in 
honour of the Prime Minister of Poland by the Bu
dapest “Peter Pazmanv” University of Sciences. The 
Rector of the University, Professor Julius Kornis in 
his address to the Polish Premier, said: — "Lo! Pol
and has risen from the grave: and it is our ardent 
wish and hope that we may follow her example". Then 
the Dean of the Faculty of Arts, Professor John Me-
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lich, the eminent authority on Slav linguistics, addres
sed M. Koscialkowski in Polish, concluding his speech 
with the following words: "Affection for the Polish 
Nation is an integral component of the Hungarian 
mentality. This affection — and the profound respect 
which accompanies it — is rooted in centuries of un
broken friendship, and in the actual feelings of the 
time." In his reply the Polish Premier stressed the 
point that the cultural connections which existed in 
the past between the two nations still lived in the 
souls of the two peoples; and these connection must 
be deepened in the future. The Polish visitors were

also shown over the Hungarian Museum of Agriculture; 
and they expressed their profound appreciation of 
what they had seen. One of the outstanding events of 
their Budapest sojourn was the gala performance in 
the Budapest Opera House, — the programme includ
ing the first Act of the Hungarian Opera "Carnival 
Wedding", during which the principal singer came to 
the front of the stage and raising his glass on high 
drank to the glory of the Polish nation. This led to 
an outburst of thundering applause; and the enthus
iastic ovation which followed made it impossible for 
some minutes to continue the performance.

RESOLUTION OF A POLISH MEETING FAVOURS 
REVISION OF THE TREATY OF TRIANON

A t the assembly convocatcd in Warsaw by the 
Union formed for the purpose of fostering the 
idea o f Polish independence; the President of the 
meeting, M. Bobrzynski, pointed to the danger 
threatening Poland as a consequence of the Czech- 
Russian treaty having brought into being an aerial 
connection via Rumania between Moscow and 
Prague which was a menace to Poland from the 
South. Professor Bossowski explained that in 
order to provide a defence against bolshevism 
there was urgent need for a rapprochement be
tween Poland and Hungary. For the history of a 
thousand years proved that without a strong Hun
gary there could not be a strong Poland. The 
Poles were gratful to Hungary for having in 
1920 supported Poland by the supply of ammuni
tion, that having enabled her to overcome the 
bolsheviks, —  whereas the Czechs had always 
proved the worst of neighbours to the Poles. P ol
and must support Hungary in her efforts to secure 
a mitigation of the injustices committed in the 
Treaty of Trianon, According to . the resolution 
passed by the mass meeting, it is deemed neces
sary that Hungary should by peaceful means and 
under international treaties he given a mandate 
to administer Ruthenia on behalf of the League of

'Nations, and that a plebiscite should be held in 
Slovakia in order to enable the Slovaks to decide 
for themselves which State they desire to belong 
to —  to Czecho-Slovakia or to Hungary? —  or  
whether they would prefer to be an independent 
State? finally that the Hungarian frontiers should 
be re-adjusted as provided in the Covering Letter 
signed by M. Millerand.

*

An interesting study was published recently in 
Teschen. The title was "A  common Polish-Hungarian 
frontier", its author being a Polish publicist, Count W. 
Bern de Cosban. Taking his stand on the findings of 
historical and political literature, Count Bern de 
Cosban came to the conclusion that it would be 
greatly in the interests of the nations immediately 
concerned to give Ruthenia back to Hungary and so 
restore the common frontier between Hungary and 
Poland. This would be almost the only effective line 
of defence against a further expansion of Bolshevism, 
and as such an indispensable factor in the peace of 
Europe.

—  y  —

ARMY OF THE SOVIET IN SLOVAKIA
In the February number of the "Review" we 

published long extracts from the Memorandum of the 
Slovak National Council submitted to the League of 
Nations in re bolshevism and the Slovak question. A 
few days ago Francis Jehlicka, former university pro
fessor, President of the Slovak National Council, Mr. 
Dvorcak, Vice-President, and Mr. Unger, Secretary- 
General, addressed to the League of Nations a furth
er Memorandum dealing with "A  Menace to Europe: 
the Army of the Soviet in Slovakia".

This new Memorandum establishes the fact that 
the action taken by the Council has created a stir all- 
over the world, exciting the interest in particular of 
those nations and governments which are exposed to 
a direct menace from Soviet Russia. It then proceeds 
to quote Czech and Slovak statements in illustration 
of the terrible distress and misery which the rule of

the Czechs has brought upon Slovakia, pointing out 
at the same time that on the occasion of the recent 
parliamentary elections in that province the Com
munist Party was in consequence able to claim
220,000 of the 950,000 votes actually recorded. Next 
the Memorandum offers supplementary information 
respecting the position occupied by the Red Army in 
Slovakia. Particular importance attaches to the follow
ing facts recorded in the Memorandum: —

"On April 8th 1935. a commission of Russian Air 
Force officers headed by Lawrow visited Prague to 
study Czech aviation industries. On May 6th of the 
same year a delegation of Czech pilots conducted by 
Raubik left for Soviet Russia to make preparations 
for the establishment of a Prague—Kiew air line. On 
May 30th and June 5th 1935 a Czech air squadron 
under the command of Fajfr flew over Slovakia, Ru-
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thenia and Rumania to Moscow. Mechanical innova
tions for military planes were discussed, as was co
operation regarding the use of the Prague—Kiew line 
by military planes; and the question of allowing the 
Soviet to make use of the Czech air-ports was also 
broached.

“ In the first fortnight of July 1935 four Russian 
Staff officers arrived in Slovakia via Pozsonv (Bra
tislava) in mufti. They came to view the fortification. 
In the same month a military commission arrived in 
Bohemia from Soviet Russia. In Pilsen thev discussed 
the question of the heavy motor artillery batteries.

“Between the 13th and 23rd of August 1935 Sapor- 
nikov, former Chief of the Soviet General Staff and 
at present commander of the military academy, took 
part in the Czech maneouvres at the head of a mili
tary commission. Between the 5th and 13th of Seot- 
ember, 1935, the head of the Czech General Staff 
took part in the Soviet maneouvres round Kiew.

“ Soviet iournalists on a fifteen days' tour spent 
nine days, (October 5— 13, 1935) in Czecho-Slovakia. 
They were received bv the Czech Government and 
warmly welcomed by the press.

"From the autumn of 1935 on Czech officers have 
been paving visits regularly to Soviet Russia in order 
to establish the closest possible intercourse with the 
Red Army. Colonel Destal spent six months (from 
November 1st 1935) with the Russian cavalry.

“ In February 1936 N. I. Bucharin, one of the most 
prominent leaders in the Soviet, accomoanied by the 
chief editor of the “Isvestia", arrived in Prague, where 
they were received with enthusiastic acclamation. 
Since March 26th 200 Polish families have been driven 
out of Ungvar (Uzhorod) and Munkacs (Mukacevo) 
bv the Czech authorities; and although no reason was 
given for their expulsion, it is evident that it is 
closely connected with the construction of the Russian 
aerodromes.

“ On March 27th 1936, Bogatvrew, a Russian Bol
shevik Jew, was called to the chair of ethnogranhv 
in the Pozsony University. The Slovaks protested 
energetically against the introduction of a Communist 
"cell" into Slovakia's only (Czech) university. Thev 
fear that, instead of collecting folklore in the Slovak 
villages which as professor of ethnography he will 
visit, Bogatyrew will spread the contagion of Bolshe
vism. (“ Slovak" 1936, March 27.)

"Soviet military and civil delegations have been 
particularly active in Slovakia since February and 
March (1936). Military delegates are taking part in 
the work of constructing and reconstructing the air
ports. The Ungvar air-port, storehouses, gas depot 
and hangars are to be found on ground lying to the

east of the road between Ungvar and Minaj. The 
storehouse for explosives is two kilometres to the west 
of Ungvar, on the bank of the river Ung. A sub
terranean hangar to accomodate sixty planes has been 
built at this air-port. The work of construction was 
finished in March. The landing-stage is of asphalt.

“The Soviet has established itself so firmly at the 
confluence of the Danube and the Ipoly that the in
habitants of that territory are convinced that it will 
assume military command there. Soviet troops are 
in garrison in Czecho-Slovakia already. In Bohemia 
as well as in Slovakia many newly built barracks are 
to be seen in which Russian troops are billeted and 
which are guarded by sentinels. Special permission is 
required to enter them. They are intended to provide 
quarters for the Russian Air Force and for engineer
ing troops. Russian barracks of this sort have been 
built in the neighbourhood of the air-ports at Tren- 
csen and Postvdn. Close to the air-port at Postven 
(Pistany) trenches are being dug and drilling is going 
on till late in the night by the light of powerful re
flectors. The Slovak and Hungarian inhabitants of the 
district gaze in astonishment at the Russian soldiers 
making preparations for the next war, so openly in 
the heart of Europe.

"In the months of February and March a series 
of lectures was arranged in schools and private houses 
in certain towns and villages of Slovakia, such as Po
zsony, Nyitra, Samarja, Dunaszerdahely and Ipolysag. 
During these lectures the members of the Soviet de
legation expounded the ideas of the Communist state 
and explained its organization. The members of the 
military delegation did not take part in them. One of 
the lecturers said: — "Slovaks, do not desert Czecho
slovakia. which through her friendship with Russia 
has become greatly reinforced, and in the near future 
will overthrow her neighbours. Then the Great Plain 
of Hungary, your ore-War granary, will become le
gally yours". Russian commissioners supported bv 
the Czech authorities have begun a campaign among 
the Slovaks to induce them to emigrate to Siberia for 
forest work. According to the Czech newspapers
50.000 Slovaks are to be induced to emigrate."

“The Slovak Council is of the opinion that the 
Czechs must be pushed back behind their ethnographic 
boundaries. The Czecho-Slovak State is not merely 
diseased; it is a barrel of explosives out of which the 
flames of revolution and war may burst at many mo
ment." The memorandum cries with Danielou, a former 
French Minister: "Poland, Slovakia, and Hunganv;
they are the bulwarks of Western Europe! Asiatic 
pan-Bolshevism threatens the whole of Europe. Nations 
of Europe! join hands and form an alliance against 
this peril!"

, . >' ' ! — y —

PERSECUTION OF RUSSIAN EXILES IN PRAGUE
Thirty Russian exiles who were holding a night 

meeting on May 5th at a restaurant in Prague, were 
arrested by the police, while the homes of many 
others were ordered to be searched. The documents 
confiscated by the police show that the exiles ar
rested belong to an organization which is being 
directed from Belgrade and has a local branch in 
almost every European capital. This organisation has 
been formed with a view to distroy the Bolshevik

regime even at the cost of surrendering a certain area 
of Russian territory to the neighbouring countries. 
The reason why the Czech police interfered with the 
activities of the Russian exiles was that the Czecho- 
Russian agreement stipulates that Czecho-Slovakia 
shall suppress all activities carried on in the country 
injurious to the territorial integrity of Soviet Russia.

— y —
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FORMER RUMANIAN PREMIER’S STATEMENTS THROW 
ON RUMANIAN POLITICAL METHODS

The "Adeverul" of May 5th contains a very en
lightening passage from the speech delivered by M. 
Vajda-Voivod at the meeting of the Rumanian Jurists 
in Jassy. He said:

"The conspirators at the students congress in 
Marosvasarhely were my political offspring, al
though they refuse to acknowledge me as their 
father. When I was a university student I vowed 
to sacrifice my life. In Vienna I was member of a 
band of conspirators sworn to murder the Hun
garian Premier."

Equally illuminating is a statement made by 
Vajda-Voivod at a meeting of the Rumanian Front 
held at Jassy. On the occasion the former Rumanian 
Premier told his hearers how during the Paris Peace 
Conference he had misled the French Freemasons in 
order to secure their support for Rumania's extra
vagant territorial claims. "At that time" — was the 
cynical comment of Vajda-Voivod — "freemasonry 
played an important role; Bratianu was Member of 
the Grand Lodge which had contributed so effectually 
to bring about the political union of Italy. At the 
Peace Conference held in Paris after the Great War 
I acted as the delegate of Transylvania; while Jonel

Bratianu was President of the Rumanian Peace De
legation. A matter in dispute was the question of the 
Banate; the question had been treated in a pamphlet 
that had just appeared — in which the Serbians be
haved treacherously with the backing of those free
mason politicians who were present at the Peace 
Conference. Seeing how things stood I called upon 
Bratianu and asked him whether he approved of our 
also getting into touch with the Freemasons in order 
to counteract the action undertaken by Serbia? He 
answered: — "Do as you think best." I then entered 
into touch with those persons of understanding —
doing so for the cause of Rumania. I entered one of
their lodges, the Master of which was the Editor of
"Le Temps", the great French daily. After the Peace
Conference I returned to my country without paying 
my membership fee. As a natural consequence I was 
struck off the rolls of the Freemasons. It goes without 
saving that the country profited enormously as a re
sult of this situation, — as contrasted with the action 
of George Cuza, who played a prominent role in the 
lodge to which Pangal and Argetoianu belonged, 
through the country never profited by his action. 
("Curentul", May 5th, 1936).

—  y  —

EPILOGUE TO BLOODSHED AT KERESTINEC
The April issue of this paper contained a report 

of the wholesale murders that took place in Kerestinec 
and its environs, to which 13 human lives fell victims. 
Belgrade was particularly shocked by the tragedy of 
the six young Serbs who with one expection were 
beaten to death in the castle of M. Mihailovich, the 
former Ban, at Kerestinec by Croat peasants made 
desperate by the behaviour and constant threats of 
the chetniks (komitachis). The Croat peasants took 
these young men to be chetniks. One of them, a cert
ain Kalanetz, had been a prisoner on trial for a long 
time some years ago, charged with an outrage on the 
person of Dr. Mile Budak, a leader of the Croats. Of
ficial circles, on the other hand, declare that the 
victims did not belong to the chetnik organization, but 
were members of the Government Party who had gone 
to see M. Mihailovitch as President of that Party 
in the Zagreb district, merely to ask for advice and 
instructions relative to the future work of organization. 
In course of the investigations into the murders at 
Kerestinec fifty-three persons were arrested by the

authorities, and other measures were taken to restore 
order and tranquility as speedily as possible. The 
Regency has dismissed from office Dr. Mark Kostren- 
tchitch, Ban of the Save Banate and Dr. Stephen 
Dahzhi, Vice-Ban, and has appointed Dr. Victor 
Ruzhitch, a Croat lawyer of Susak, Ban of the Save 
Banate and M. Stanoje Mihaldzhitch, a police chef of 
Zagreb, Vice-Ban. The lawless exccesses of the chet
niks have been put a stop to by the Government’s 
disbanding of the chetnik organization in the Save 
Banate. Any further comments on the bloody events 
in the press have been banned. That the censorship 
has been made stricter is evident amongst other things 
from the fact that no reports were published about 
the bloody conflict between Croat peasants and the 
gendarmes that took place recently in Sesvite, a vil
lage near Zagreb, on which occasion two men were 
shot down by the gendarmes, while seven were severely 
and several slightly wounded.

— y —

YUGOSLAVIA DEMANDS NEW TERRITORIES
FROM AUSTRIA?

It is a widely-known fact, today, that the new 
arrangement in Central Europe was based mainly on 
the falsehoods and misstatements with which those 
who were called upon to determine the terms of the 
peace treaties were misled. The methods and means 
used then have not been laid aside yet, as the follow
ing example will show. The Belgrade "Politika” of 
March 2nd contains an article about the hard struggle 
for the cultural autonomy (? )  of the Slovene minority 
in Austria. The article states that ”several hundreds of 
thousands of Slovenes” live in Klagenfurt and its

environs (the plebiscite territory in Carinthia of 1920); 
but the truth is that about 30,000 Slovenes and about 
as many Vends live there. The Peace Conference was 
bombed with ethnographic, economic, historical, geo
political, etc. statistics of this and a similar nature, 
and — as the results show — not without success. This 
systematic and dangerous game has been continued 
ever since by the States of the Little Entente, not only 
for the purpose of accentuating certain minority or 
political differences, but also to prepare the way for 
candidly admitted fresh territorial conquests.

— y —
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DR. SCHUSCHNIGG’S THIRD CABINET
The most important event in Austrian internal 

politics this month was Herr Schuschnigg's resignation 
on May. 14th .after which President Miklas entrusted 
him with the formation of his third Cabinet. The new 
Cabinet differs from the last principally in that 
Prince Starhemberg, ex-Vice-Chancellor and leader of 
the Heimwehr, and Baron Berger-Waldenegg, former 
Foreign Minister, have no place in it. The Cabinet 
crisis was brought to a head by Prince Starhemberg’s 
telegram to Mussolini congratulating him on the 
victorious conclusion of the war in Abyssinia, which 
telegram contained strong censures against democracy. 
The new Government has stated its chief aim to be 
the concentration of all the patriotic forces, and to

further this Herr Schuschnigg has taken over the 
leadership of the Patriotic Front. The Heimwehr will 
continue to be represented in the Cabinet by Herr 
Baar-Baarenfels, Minister of Foreign Affairs, who has 
also been appointed Vice-Chancellor. These changes 
do not signify any shifting in Austria's foreign policy. 
This is patent from the telegrams Herr Schuschnigg 
sent to Signor Mussolini and General Gombos im
mediately after the formation of his new Cabinet. In 
them he stated that the Austrian Government not 
only adhered firmly to the succesful policy laid down 
in the Rome Pact, but also desired to strengthen the 
bonds of friendship with Italy and Hungary.

— y —

THE PRESENT LEAGUE IS NOT THE LEAGUE 
OF PRESIDENT WILSON

In the House of Lords (March 11) the Earl of 
Mansfield among other things pointed out:

“That in the opinion of this House (a) the Cove
nant of the League of Nations now stands in need of 
revision for the purpose of removing any unconditional 
guarantee by member States of the territorial integrity 
and existing political independence of other member 
States and any necessary obligation on the League or 
non-member States to enforce the Covenant by anv 
kind of sanction in cases in which it is disregarded, 
and (b) pending a convenient time for such revision 
the continued adherence of this country to the League 
should be made subject to reservations framed with 
the same purpose."

He said that no one would quarrel with the idea 
for which the League of Nations was instituted, the 
maintaining of peace throughout the world. But there 
were distinct differences of opinion whether the 
League, in the form and with the Covenant under 
which it was set up, was an appropriate or con

venient instrument to achieve this end, and on the 
success which the League had in the efforts it had 
made. The League as at present constituted was not 
the League that was in the minds of President Wilson 
and others who originally conceived it. A League which 
had never had the United States, and which had 
lost Germany, Japan, and Brazil, could not be regard
ed as a real League of Nations.

There were many countries who regarded the 
League of Nations purely from the point of view of 
what they were likely to get out of it, The most 
crushing indictment that could be brought against the 
League was that it had come to be regarded, with 
some justification, as a mere instrument for the pre
servation of the status quo. The British Government 
should take steps to bring about a more satisfactory 
state of affairs. Unless and until that was done we 
were always going to be faced with the menace of 
war. It was to be not only a potentiality but before 
long a certainty,"

DISTINGUISHED BRITISH
Sir Austen Chamberlain, former British Foreign 

Secretary, spent the Easter holidays in Budapest 
with Lady Chamberlain and his son. Although his 
visit to Hungary was entirely private in character, he 
nevertheless called upon General Gombos, the Hun
garian Premier, the visit lasting an hour and a 
quarter. The Regent of Hungary, Admiral Horthy, 
then received in private audience the eminent British 
statesman, who then lunched with the Regent, the 
members of his family being also present. In the house 
of the British Minister, Sir Geoffrey Knox, whose 
guest he was during his stay in Budapest, Sir Austen 
had an opportunity to meet several prominent memb
ers of the political and economic life of Hungary — 
the latter including Dr. B6la Imr6dy, Governor of 
the National Bank of Hungary. Sir Austen, who — 
as is well known — is president of the Loans Control 
Committee of the League of Nations, inquired ex
haustively into the financial affairs of Hungary.

On the Thursday of Easter week Lord and 
Lady Astor, accompanied by their two sons, arrived in 
Budapest. Their visit was entirely unofficial in char
acter. The Regent, Admiral Horthy, received the dis
tinguished English visitors, who spent more than an 
hour with him.

VISITORS IN BUDAPEST
After his return to England Lord Astor gave an 

interview to a correspondent of the "Evening Herald" 
and made the following statement respecting his ex
periences in Hungary:

"One impression I gained is that certainly 
there must be a revision of treaties in the sense 
that countries like Austria and Hungary must be 
allowed equality of armaments.

“There will only be a sense of injustice until 
this is done. The action of Germany has removed 
any reason for refusing to give these other coun
tries equal rights of defence. This does not mean 
that there would be heavy armaments in either of 
these countries, owing to economic stringency there.

“ I am more than ever convinced that the best 
form of government is representative government. 
It is the one which is fairest all round and makes 
for peace. Anyone can see that the peace of Europe 
to-day is threatened by dictatorships, but in Yu
goslavia, difficulties of establishing Parliamentary 
Government are very great owing to the differences 
of race, religion, civilization and tradition between 
large sections of the country which have been 
grouped together in one unit as a result of the war.

“The late King had to assume personal power
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owing to the breakdown of Parliamentary Govern
ment. Had he not been assassinated he would prob
ably have endeavoured as quickly as possible to re
establish constitutional government. The Regent 
appears to be using his influence in the same 
direction. People here do not realize that in that 
country a section of members of Parliament refuse 
to attend Parliament, that disturbances in Parlia
ment have been very violent, with an occasional 
shot fired. I mention this to show how diffcult it is 
to establish Parliamentary Government.

“Another impression I brought away is that 
we should think out very clearly our commitments. 
We in England in particular have talked a great 
deal about collective action and collective security, 
and, as recent events have shown, we have done 
this without having considered the implications and 
possible commitments.

“Under collective action we may, in fact, allow 
ourselves to be used as partners of a semi-military 
alliance to preserve the status quo, and not only 
so, but an alliance in which a certain number of 
the partners were unprepared to take adequate 
military steps to meet obligations. As a result, the 
enforcement of obligations may depend mainly 
upon a minority of the Powers.

"The British public must make up its mind 
whether to have limited commitments involving, if 
necessary, military action, or unlimited commit
ments, also involving military action.

“Many are beginning to think that as people 
face realities they will be reluctant to bind them
selves to unlimited commitments involving partici
pation in war on their part, particularly in order 
to maintain a status quo which in some cases is 
difficult to justify.

“ If this is so, then we must cease using in the 
loose manner that we have been doing the phrases 
‘collective action' and ‘collective security', and we 
must let other countries know exactly where we 
stand and how far we are prepared to go.

"Though the British public is probably unwill
ing to bind itself blindly to war in connection with 
the South-East of Europe, it is ready to give an 
undertaking to take immediate action if countries 
like Belgium or France are invaded,

“When the war ended there was much use of 
the phrase ‘self determination', and small national
ities were encouraged to start separate States. As a 
result there has been a development of economic 
nationalism and an increasing stoppage of that 
interchange of goods on which Europe has been

H O W M I N
CZ E C H O -  S L O V A K I A

ILLUMINATING DETAILS FROM 
THE NEW CZECHOSLOVAK  

DEFENCE OF THE REPUBLIC BILL
In our last issue we referred briefly to the new 

Defence of the Republic Bill introduced by the 
Czecho-Slovak Government. Since then the Bill has 
passed the Senate; and in a few days it will be 
signed by the President of the Republic. Below will

built up, and on which a rising standard of living 
depends. Until these barriers are reduced it is 
ditticult to see how you can get prosperity, con
fidence, or peace.

“The longer one waits the more difficult it 
becomes to put things right because new vested in
terests are constantly being set up in the different 
countries. What has happened in Ireland bears this 
out."

%
Major Henry Adam Procter, British M. P., spent 

Easter in Budapest. He was present on Easter Sunday 
at the celebrations held before the National Colours, 
and also delivered a stirring address to the thousands 
of people gathered there. In the course of his speech 
Major Procter said that what he had seen and heard 
in Hungary had only strengthened his firm conviction 
that Hungary had been very unjustly treated. It was 
his firm belief that what selfish and ignorant politic
ians had so arbitrarily created, the forces of justice 
would change. In conclusion he said that it would not 
be long before a revision of the Treaty of Trianon took 
place. The crowds greeted Major Procter's announce
ment with a storm of applause.

In the afternoon Major Procter had tea with the 
Archduke Joseph Francis. On Easter Monday he vi
sited Satoraljaujhely, where he saw for himself that 
the little river Ronyva could never be considered 
seriously as a natural frontier. At the Paris Peace 
Conference it was described as a navigable stream and 
the frontier was drawn accordingly. From Satoraljauj
hely he returned to Budapest via Sarospatak, where 
he was welcomed by M. Alex Novak, Rector, on behalf 
of the ancient Reformed Church College and by M. 
Julius Szabo, Headmaster, on behalf of the English 
boarding-school founded in that town by Count Kuno 
Klebelsberg. In replying to them, Major Proctor de
clared that were he a Hungarian he would find it as 
impossible to acquiesce in what had happened as the 
Hungarians themselves. He spoke of an interesting 
conversation he had recently had with Lloyd George, 
the British Prime Minister of the Peace Conference 
days, who had told him that the way the Trianon 
frontier had been drawn did not correspond with the 
intentions of the then responsible factors, indeed he 
had been entirely misled when the new frontier was 
being drawn. Major Procter went on to assure the 
Hungarians that the two hundred members of the 
British House of Commons who had united to see that 
justice was done in this part of Europe, would never 
rest until their object had been accomplished,

— y —
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be found a few excerpts from Chapter III. of the new 
Bill ("Undertakings of Importance in connection with 
the defence of the republic"), which show what far- 
reaching powers are being conferred on the Czecho
slovak Government by the legislature to enable it to 
enforce the most severe measures against “ unreliable" 
elements even in times of peace.

In terms of § 18 an Order in Courcil may declare 
as important in connection with the defence of the 
republic a certain category of undertakings in general, 
the same right being exercised in respect of indivi
dual undertakings by the National Defence Ministry.
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